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Dear All ~

A good evening to all.  Things are really moving apace this week!  I think Billy (Bobby's
Foreman) is trying to impress Bobby on his return - and it's working!

First, based on questions we have been receiving, I think we need to explain "demo" again.  At
this point in the process what we mean by "demo" is removal of most or all (depending on initial
level of saturation) interior drywall and ceilings.  This phase of demo is entirely preliminary.  We
cannot know exactly how far the demo will go in each unit until we are there seeing what kind of
damage occurred as we remove the drywall/ceilings.  The goal for this phase of demo is to
remove everything damaged, until we get to good.

If your unit was listed as "total demo", that meant all ceiling and drywall was going to go.  This
meant cabinets and counter tops would be removed.  If your unit was listed as "partial demo",
this meant visible surface damage was limited.  Obviously damaged drywall would be removed,
thus confirming an end to damage AND/OR exposing latent damages which could not be
otherwise seen.  In the event of the latter, demo continues until no latent damages are found.  

There is and will be a Phase Two to demo.  It will apply to all units in a scope from "very little"
to "complete structural" demo (in a very few units) and every possible percentage in between. 
What level of Phase Two demo will apply per unit is being investigated now.  Deidra and Joey's
current scope project, the engineer hired by TWIA, the engineer hired by us (for when we
disagree with TWIA), the building consultants, myself and Roadrunner are ALL parts of this
investigation, which will be complete shortly after Preliminary Demolition is complete (they are
being performed as concurrently as possible).  You will be informed on the status of your
individual unit as soon as scope is complete. 

Even in units in which we have completed this first phase of "full demo", many items still
remain.  The original duct work still exists, as does ceramic tile flooring and all appliances are still
there.  Please do not let this concern you.  There are different reasons for these items to remain -
whether permanently or just for the time being (depending on the item).

On the tile flooring, we expected the second floor tile to be set on plywood sub-flooring but it
isn't.  There is a sealed concrete base on all second floors (kudos to your builder).  This changes
the dynamics of flooring removal both practically and as far as TWIA is concerned.  So now,
removal of tile flooring is no longer an assumption.  Some of the tile floors are cracked and
damaged or popping.  Those will go.  Some appear perfect, those will only be removed if
continued investigation shows due cause.  In the case where there is no due cause, should you
wish for your tile flooring to be removed it still can be.  That would occur at the point where
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you are discussing your remodel with Roadrunner - but if it is not required due to damage, it
would be an upgrade you would need to be prepared to pay for from your own funds.  

On AC vents, we must show our venerable adjuster actual moisture intrusion before they can be
removed.  No problem there, that'll happen.  But we also need to have in place for remodel, so
the basic design is still apparent.  This is NOT to say an inefficient design will stay in place - it
won't.  But to keep the basic bones of the original system in place for now makes the
planning/re-installation job easier and more efficient down the road.       

On appliances, they remain on site for now because our TWIA adjuster is requiring additional
information in order to approve our coverage for handling that expense.  We have said
information and are providing it.  Please do not be too concerned, this is a normal part of the
process and is a question on which he will not prevail.  Deidra is working her magic, I'm working
mine and we will move these items as soon as is possible.  For those units which have stainless
steel or other appliances at higher risk for damage in our current conditions, we are going to
arrange for temporary protective wrap and storage.  IF you are particularly concerned about your
appliances while we wait for confirmation from TWIA, please send me a separate email with
"Appliances" as the subject line.  We'll make sure your concerns are addressed.   

Once all demo is complete, you will be meeting with Bobby to design your perfect unit.  Every
change, upgrade, paint color, counter top (if necessary), light fixture, EVERYTHING will be
chosen by YOU.  Additionally, Roadrunner is in the process of setting up a Key Allegro Condos
web page for you to visit.  You will be able to go to your unit on this site and go shopping.  They
will have colors, carpeting, tile, fixtures, everything necessary to recreate your unit - and you can
chose what you like from their site - or you can choose items from your own providers if you do
not like what they have.  We will have a budget for EXISTING replacement.  All of the items
available on the website will be within that budget.  You will be required to cover the cost of
NEW improvements or upgrades (ie: if it's time to get that marble counter top you've always
wanted but you had Formica - we pay Formica price, you pay difference.  If you want canned
lighting instead of the ceiling mounted you had - we pay for ceiling mount price, you pay
difference).  

Now, in our reports we have focused largely on interiors - because this is what most of you are
most concerned with.  This does not mean, however, that we have been ignoring common
element aspects of the property.  We have not.  

All of the same people inspecting interiors are also inspecting ALL of our common elements. 
Roofs, siding, finger piers/wood walkways, gazebo, windows, doors, fish stations, exterior pole
lights, bulkheads, grounds at bulkheads, pack patios and balconies.  Structural integrity.  Current
property and windstorm codes.  ALL of these things are being tested, inspected, considered and
worked into their proper coverages.  Not all of this will fall under windstorm - there are various
coverages for different damages/required upgrades and every single one of them is being
brought to bear as necessary to make our property whole again - and, frankly, better than ever!  
We just need to continue to ask for your patience.  Full scope - in all of it's lovely layers and
phases - will be available when all of the information is gathered, analyzed, scope created,
presented and approved by insurers.  Even then, there will be adjustments as we go along. 
There always are in a project of this size and with this many moving parts.  It is a dance, and we
must be most careful and graceful.  Don't let this worry you, if and when necessary, we will fight
tooth and nail to get what you need (from TWIA) for your home.  But, first, we must dance.      



Demo is moving more quickly than we'd anticipated, we have started on 600 as well as 500 this
week.  

If you note that demo'd units are no longer wrapped, please do not be concerned.  This is not
sloppiness or carelessness.  We are past the point in those units where we must be concerned of
protecting the property from additional damage claims and the structure itself will not do well
(will end up full of mold) if the units are again completely sealed off.  Fresh, moving air is good.

After having set up temporary power today, we anticipate the pool clean and fill to be complete
tomorrow or Thursday at the absolute latest.  Again, this is important to avoid additional damage
to the pool surface.  

We have every indication that our last rogue boat (of five!) will be gone within the next two
weeks. 

Roger was busy with additional debris removal and assisting owners - some of which continues. 
He has now also had some time to consider plans and do research into a new Maintenance Shed
- which we intend to place somewhere better than it's previous location.  He is also busy listing
our lost equipment for replacement and getting new tires for our golf cart - which I suspect he
misses a great deal.  
He will also be removing all of our post lights, none of which survived. 

We (Deidra and I) are still meeting or speaking with your personal property adjusters on a
regular basis.  IF you still have concerns about yours, PLEASE LET ME KNOW.

We also need to start being careful during your personal visits, once demo has begin with your
building or your unit - please let us know before you enter.  We have had a visit from the Dred
Pirate Roberts, who fired a warning shot.... no... I'm sorry, I meant OSHA - who really did fire a
warning shot.  So we must all wear hard hats and protective gear when entering construction
units - or Bobby gets tremendously large fines.  He will not thank us for that.  

The canal water is VERY high this week - I've never seen it so high.  I'm told it's the time of
year - but WOW.   We had wonderful storms today - on and off.  Very cooling, very
appreciated.  

I am a couple of days behind in getting photos to Mary Jo, though I take at least a few every day,
so keep an eye on the Facebook posts.  I don't think you even have to have a Facebook account
to look (though I could be wrong... it's worth a shot, we have hundreds of photos).  The
Facebook page is named Key Allegro Condo Association.  

We REALLY appreciate the great response to the questionnaire Mary Jo sent out.  Please, keep
them coming!  Your ideas and comments have been very thoughtful, good ideas - and there has
never been a better time to suggest additions or improvements!

As always, please let me know if there is something you are concerned about which I may have
missed.  

Wishing you all a wonderful evening!                

Best ~



Gayle D. Connolly
General Manager
Key Allegro Condominiums
kacamanager@yahoo.com
(361) 774-8888


